Abstract
Collaborative Information Retrieval (CIR) is a well-known setting in
which explicit collaboration occurs among a group of users working together to solve a shared information need. This type of collaboration has
been deemed as beneficial for complex or exploratory search tasks. With
the multiplicity of factors impacting on the search effectiveness (e.g., collaborators’ interactions or the individual perception of the shared information need), CIR gives rise to several challenges in terms of collaboration
support through algorithmic approaches. More particularly, CIR should
allow to satisfy the shared information need by optimizing the collaboration within the search session over all collaborators while ensuring that
both mutually beneficial goals are reached and that the cognitive cost of
the collaboration does not impact the search effectiveness. In this survey,
we propose an overview of CIR with a particular focus on the collaboration support through algorithmic approaches. The objective of this paper
is (a) to organize previous empirical studies analyzing collaborative search
with the goal to provide useful design implications for CIR models, (b)
to give a picture of the CIR area by distinguishing two main categories
of models using the collaboration mediation axis, and (c) to point out
potential perspectives in the domain.
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Introduction

In its premise, Information Retrieval (IR) has been characterized as a userindependent process in which fundamental ranking models have been proposed
[102, 99, 91]. The core idea of these models relies on the fact that the user is
exhaustively represented by his/her query and that the relevance is built upon
a query-document topical matching. In this context, the literature includes a
wide-range of system-based ranking approaches [102, 103, 99, 91, 115]. These
models aim at identifying the set of relevant documents D = {d1 , ⋯, di , ⋯, dN }
with respect to an information need expressed using a query qj . Accordingly,
each document di receives a similarity score estimated through a Retrieval Status Value function RSV (qj , di ). This approach fits with the static point of view
in which the relevance is only system-oriented with no consideration of the user
and its interactions with the search results.
However, a huge amount of work [73, 53] highlights the difficulty of the
system to capture the search intent behind a query, which is generally short
(less than four terms). To tackle this issue, a new evidence source, namely the
user dimension, has been introduced [11, 47, 61]. Beyond the consideration of
the user’s interests and expertise [127, 131], learning from user’s interactions
[58] constitutes a new means for capturing the search intent, and accordingly
adapting the document ranking model. From the IR formal point of view, this
interactive framework gives rise to well-known challenges, such as the modeling
∗ We would like to thanks Benjamin Piwowarski for his carefully reading and advices helping
to clarify the paper.
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of user uj and its consideration within the estimation of the document relevance
RSV (di ∣qj , uj ). Thus, the IR paradigm shifts from a static point of view to an
interactive one in which user-system interactions are exploited to enhance the
effectiveness of the document ranking. One could see this user-driven framework as a user-system collaboration in which the user (respectively, the system)
leverages the actions/outputs of the system (respectively, the user). However,
one limitation of this approach relies on the fact that the ranking adaptation
focuses on short-term retrieval in which successive queries are independent [58].
Recently, another line of work, called dynamic IR, and that could be seen
as an extension of interactive IR, has been introduced [60, 132]. The document ranking process relies on the assumption that the search process consists
of a sequence of users’ interactions with the system (e.g., relevance feedback
or query reformulation) allowing to optimize the search effectiveness over the
search sessions. Accordingly, dynamic IR proposes a new IR paradigm aiming to learn dynamically from past user-system interactions and predicting the
future in terms of relevance satisfaction [132]. In contrast to interactive IR
which relies on a “one shot” framework, dynamic IR aims at optimizing the
overall search session (from both a short and long-term point of view). Indeed,
particularly effective for complex tasks, the goal of dynamic IR is to leverage
the user-system collaboration over the different stages of the search session (or
within multi-search sessions) [28, 60]. With this in mind, one could say that
the relevance estimation is therefore impacted by an additional feature, namely
the longitudinal facet of the session S, leading to formalize the Retrieval Status
Value function as follows: RSV (di ∣qj , uj , S).
Beyond the user-system collaboration, another form of collaboration that
could be considered in IR concerns the user-user interactions. The user-user
collaboration involves the consideration of social groups or communities, and
could be found in the following research fields:
• Collaborative filtering [96, 76] in which the relevance depends on preferences of users with same interests,
• Social IR [3, 87] which takes into account users’ interactions through the
social network and social evidence sources, such as the users’ betweenness
or authority,
• Collaborative IR (CIR) [27, 30] in which several users work together with
the goal of solving a complex information need.
While these two first approaches are characterized by an implicit collaboration leveraged to retrieve search results for a unique user, CIR is driven by an
explicit collaboration framework in which user-user interactions contribute to
enhancing the quality of the overall search effectiveness [23], as done in dynamic
IR. CIR, which is the field we review in this paper, refers to the act of searching
and retrieving information from an algorithmical point of view [105]. As shown
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Figure 1: CIR in picture: a positionning with respect to CIS and collaborative
search, inspired from [106]
in Figure 1, CIR is encapsulated within a broader field, namely Collaborative
Information Seeking (CIS), which explores the search process regarding users’
behaviors, as well as the information side. The CIS field covers a large range
of search processes (searching, retrieving, browsing, sense-making, ...) which
could be analyzed according to the behavioral point of view [35], or enhanced
through algorithmic CIR approaches [89]. Both CIR and CIS take place in a
group-based framework in which users collaborate to solve a shared goal. In
the remaining paper, we use the term CIR in a broad sense, including also the
particularly focus on the algorithmic side of collaborative search support.
With this in mind, CIR has been deemed as beneficial for solving complex
or exploratory search tasks [27]. The benefit of such setting is that it enables to
gather complementary skills to overpass the lack of knowledge of a unique user
[128, 18, 105]. Collaborative search can be found in several application domains,
e.g., medical, library, e-discovery, and academic. For instance, the collaborative process in the medical domain is characterized as a complex process due
to the heterogeneity of patients, treatments, and the wide range of knowledge
expertise related to the health domain [27, 48, 78]. Accordingly, a need has
been risen toward collaborative information systems, such as CureTogether1 ,
PatientLikeMe2 , or EMERSE3 , enabling the exchange between patients, physicians, and health care workers [48, 78]. Collaboration is held in the context of
the triangulation involving patients, physicians, and the web [129] or also between members of the health care team [48, 95]. The e-Discovery field concerns
the management of electronic documents produced by organizations or companies in prevention of civil/criminal litigation or government inspection [16]. The
1 http://curetogether.com/
2 http://www.patientslikeme.com/
3 http://project-emerse.org/
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complexity of this management, despite high skills and qualifications of lawyers,
lies in the necessity of a collaboration between stakeholders (companies, lawyers,
and government inspections) and customers to identify privileged documents,
to discuss sensitive issues, and to develop mutual awareness [5, 138]. Also, similarly to the diversity of application domains, collaborative search might include
a heterogeneity of retrieved information, such as web pages [38, 89] or images
[82, 81, 113].
Whether collaboration occurs in an application domain or for solving complex information needs, two main approaches of collaboration mediation arise
[62]. The first one, more user-oriented, consists in adapting search interfaces
to the multi-user context by supplying specific devices favoring exchanges, such
as interactive tabletops [113] or shared workspaces with communication tools
[101, 34]. The second approach, more system-oriented, relies either on (a) an
algorithmic mediation [89, 25, 119] attempting to rank documents according to
users’ actions, characteristics, or roles, or on (b) the exploitation of IR techniques, such as clustering models to distribute documents among collaborators.
The goal of these collaborative retrieval models is to favor a synergic effect
within the overall search session through the optimization of users’ actions ensuring that “the whole is greater than the sum of all” [105]. More particularly,
this mediation is based on three main concepts [83, 26]:
• The awareness [20, 110] allows collaborators to perceive other collaborators’ actions, and accordingly, facilitates the coordination of the group
members. This concept is mainly dealt within the HCI field through the
design of collaboration-devoted interfaces.
• The division of labor [26, 66] enables to split the task among collaborators
to save time. The division of labor can be performed (a) at the user
level [89] with distinct roles, or (b) at the document level through the
exploration of different document subsets [25].
• The sharing of knowledge [133, 26] favors the information flow among
collaborators using shared workspaces and communication tools [90], or
through ranking models taking into account relevance judgements of the
whole set of collaborators [25].
In this survey, we present a systematic review about CIR models and ranking
algorithms including underlying impacting factors (e.g., role or expertise) by
particularly focusing on the text retrieval task. Our primary objectives are
specifically (a) to get a better understanding of the relevant factors that could
be leveraged to optimize the collaborative search session effectiveness and (b)
to propose a broad review of CIR models. It is worth mentionning that we
do not focus on the evaluation framework in CIR since a relevant review is
presented in [107]. While a significant amount of state-of-the-art work has
been done in collaborative information seeking (CIS) in order to highlight the
general context and the collaboration dimensions [79, 83, 105, 106, 107, 41],
5

we deepen the literature review by focusing on the collaboration support in
collaborative information retrieval (CIR) through algorithmic approaches. More
particularly, in contrast to [79] who surveys search practices collected by means
of questionnaires, we propose here to synthesize search practices observed in real
user studies so as to highlight relevant factors for CIR models. Moreover, unlike
work [83, 105] that presents a general overview of CIS including its definition,
its dimensions, its application domains, and the existing interfaces, we focus
here on the retrieval side by reviewing models supporting collaborative search.
Finally, while [41] mainly review emerging topics and new application domains
(e.g., learning, work tasks, and technology use) of CIS, our goal is to open
up promising research directions under-explored in CIR, specifically regarding
the relevance factors and new CIR paradigms. To the best of our knowledge,
this article is the first attempt in organizing previous work particularly dealing
with the algorithmic side of CIR. More specifically, this survey investigates the
following aspects:
• The different forms of collaboration in the IR field. We present in Section
2 the underlying approaches according to the collaboration dimensions.
• The empirical studies analyzing the different factors of collaborative search
in order to highlight some clues in terms of model design. The challenges
and existing work on the collaboration support in CIR are therefore discussed in Section 3.
• The two main lines of work supporting collaboration through an algorithmic mediation are reviewed in Section 4. For this purpose, we distinguish
CIR ranking models based on a system mediation from those in which the
mediation is guided by users.
• The promising research directions in the domain are presented in Section
5.

2

Collaboration and Information Retrieval

In this part, our objective is specifically to propose a synthesis of the different
forms of collaboration in IR, whether based on user-to-system [132] or user-touser interactions [96, 30, 87]. Then, considering the particular scenario of CIR
defined in [27, 30], we will introduce a general framework in terms of session
modeling.

2.1

The Different Forms of Collaboration

Two main types of collaboration arise from the literature review in IR depending
on the interaction level. A first form of collaboration defined in the IR field relies
on the interactions between a user and an IR system. Taking into consideration
users’ clicks [11, 47, 61] and users’ interests and expertise [127, 131], interactive
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IR has emerged as a first solution to integrate the user dimension within the
short-term retrieval process.
Recently, [132] define dynamic IR as the process of exploiting and modeling
users’ feedback to anticipate future actions. The dynamicity in the search session
is multidimensional, including users whose behavior might evolve, documents
which content might change, and their context-related relevance with respect
to the information need. To tackle this challenge, several approaches aiming
at leveraging sequential actions are proposed using Markov Decision models
(POMDP) [139, 45, 75], pattern detection [97], or learning-to-rank methods
[134, 50].
Orthogonally to interactive and dynamic IR, CIR also integrates the usersystem collaboration for both ensuring the document relevance at the query
level [89, 25] and optimizing the synergic effect of the search session [109].
In contrast or in complementarity, some IR approaches rely on a user-user
collaboration, leveraging interactions of users belonging to groups/communities
to enhance the retrieval effectiveness. Three main research fields in IR are based
on a user-user collaboration:
• Collaborative filtering (CF) [96, 47, 72], also called recommendation, aiming at personalizing the search in response to a need expressed by a single
user leveraging data generated implicitly by other users. The underlying intuition remains on the fact that users with similar profiles might be
interested in the same or similar documents/items.
• Social IR (SIR) [3, 65, 15, 6] based on the analysis of social networks
by modeling interactions between users and leveraging social indicators
related to documents and users so as to improve the estimation of the
document relevance [49].
• Collaborative IR (CIR) [128, 62] aims at solving information need shared
by a set of users who are actively engaged in the search session through
user-system and user-user interactions. The user-user interactions are
prevalent here since they allow to both structure the collaboration [66]
and to enrich the sensemaking process leading to a collective response
with respect to the shared information need [25].
One main distinction between CIR and all other IR fields based on collaboration, whether user-system or user-user, depends on the user engagement,
namely how the users are involved in the collaborative search process. Indeed,
in CIR, users explicitly collaborate to solve a shared information need while
other IR fields aim at leveraging implicit actions of users (collaboration and intent dimensions). Another characterization of collaborators’ engagement is the
level of their implication within the task, namely whether users are (a) active
by performing explicit relevance feedback through annotations, bookmarks, and
information exchanges (as leveraged in CF, SIR, and CIR) or (b) passive by only
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Concurency

Location

Collaborative IR

Mediation

Social IR

Implication

Collaborative filtering

Intent

Dynamic IR

Collaboration

Interactive IR

Table 1: Synthesis of five main collaboration-based fields in IR

user-system

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

user-user

◻

◻

∎

∎

∎

implicit

∎

∎

∎

∎

◻

explicit

◻

◻

◻

◻

∎

active

◻

◻

∎

∎

∎

passive

∎

∎

◻

∎

∎

user-driven

◻

◻

◻

∎

∎

system-mediated

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

synchronous

∎

∎

◻

◻

∎

asynchronous

◻

∎

∎

∎

∎

co-located

◻

◻

◻

◻

∎

remote

◻

◻

∎

∎

∎

submitting queries and reading information. In this last setting of implication,
there are still relevance feedbacks that could be collected through submitted
queries and visited pages, however the user engagement is less strong. This is
generally the case for interactive and dynamic IR.
Other dimensions (e.g., the mediation level, the concurrency, and the location) distinguish these collaboration-based IR domains [30, 12, 105], as synthesized in Table 1. More particularly, the mediation level expresses the collaboration means between collaborators. We identify (a) the user-oriented mediation
in which the entire achievement of the search session relies on the user (for instance, through search interfaces) and (b) the system-based mediation in which
the collaboration is supported by algorithmic approaches. In the context of
CIR, the mediation at the user level is generally supported by search interfaces,
such as SearchTogether [80] or Coagmento [109], while the system-level restricts
users’ actions by providing rankings [25] or query suggestions [89]. The consid-
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eration of the user-driven mediation is a particular setting in CIR in which the
system lets the user performing his/her task and applies dynamically the best
suited adapted retrieval techniques (e.g., automatically expanding the query
with specific words or suggesting query reformulations) with respect to his/her
behavior. This setting has been recently introduced in CIR [118]. Assuming
that other five fields generally adopt a constant retrieval strategy, they refer to
a system-based mediation.
Another interesting dimension in CIR concerns the spatio-temporal axis
characterizing the type of collaboration between users during the search. The
first one denotes the concurrency of collaborators’ actions, depending on whether
users work simultaneously or not; this refers respectively to synchronous or
asynchronous search [30]. The second aspect is the location of users within the
collaborative process. If users are close to each other, the collaboration is collocated, whereas if users are in different places, this setting expresses a remote
collaboration. Assuming that interactive and dynamic IR are characterized by
a user-system collaboration, the location dimension is not relevant for those
fields. However, the concurrency of user and system actions is synchronous for
an immediate impact and, in the case of dynamic IR focusing on a long-term
actions, might be combined with an asynchronous collaboration. For CF and
SIR, the collaboration is generally asynchronous and remote while in CIR, all
settings are possible.

2.2

The CIR Framework

CIR has been defined as a complex setting involving a group of users interacting each other in order to solve a shared information need [27]. Although three
phases (before, during, after) in collaborative search have been highlighted [23],
this is the “during” one which is generally prevalent in IR research. In the light
of dynamic IR, CIR leverages collaborators’ actions to enhance the overall performance of the search. Accordingly, a CIR setting is characterized as a search
session which could be defined as a set of successive actions and interactions of
collaborators’ while seeking relevant information to solve a shared information
need [23]. Collaborative search could be seen as an interactive environment
in which two main categories of interactions co-exist [23, 88, 125]: (a) userdocument interactions allowing collaborators to deepen their understanding of
the topic; and (b) user-user interactions for structuring the collaboration and
exchanging and organizing information. For instance, [137] outline different influence factors impacting the query reformulation. They also suggest that pages
visited by a user and those judged as relevant by his/her collaborator(s) may
impact on his/her own reformulated queries and increase the technicality or the
diversity of the vocabulary.
In this context, [25] present a model of search session that involves, as illustrated in Figure 2:
1. A set of successive queries, as well as their temporal metadata, reflecting
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Figure 2: Example of CIR setting involving three users
reformulations of the shared information need.
2. A set of visited pages and other relevance judgments, with their temporal metadata, which denotes the users’ assessments with respect to the
relevance of documents towards the shared information need.

3

Towards the Integration of Collaboration in
Document Ranking Models

The consideration of the collaborative aspect in IR models is not a simple task
relying on basic IR techniques aggregating rankings of individual users. Indeed,
the objective is rather to optimize the collaboration over successive rankings to
ensure a synergic effect of search sessions while guaranteeing mutually beneficial
goals. More particularly, the range of factors impacting on relevance is more
important than for individual IR. For instance, user-system interactions might
be enhanced by the consideration of user-user interactions involving communication, search strategies, or collaboration coordination. Accordingly, we believe
that empirical studies provide a useful framework for highlighting relevance factors and search patterns that could be integrated within CIR models, and thus
provide insights for the design of CIR models. In this section, we present an
overview of the collaborative search framework to highlight, through empirical
studies, the impacting factors that should be considered in the formalization of
CIR models.
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3.1

Empirical Understanding of Collaborative Search

Empirical studies [55, 109, 137] are a well-known framework in IR for understanding users’ behavior, exploring the impact of features, and testing the effectiveness of ranking models [21]. In our particular context of explicit collaborative
search, those studies have been used, for instance, to identify (a) the value of collaboration with respect to individual scenarios, (b) the manifestation of the collaboration in search tasks, and (c) the impact of different collaborative settings
on the overall effectiveness of the search session. Following some collaboration
dimensions based on the level of interactions (user-system and user-user), the
spatio-temporal context (colocated/remote, synchronous/asynchronous), and
the collaboration mediation through the role factor, we present below three
main categories of empirical studies.
3.1.1

Modeling User-System and User-User Interactions

The analysis of users’ interactions is essential in CIR in order to outline first
search patterns and, then, search behaviors and interactions impacting the retrieval process.
The analysis of user-system interactions is a well-known research area since
several behavioral models (e.g., ISP [70], ASK [7], the IS&R [57], or the Ellis
model [22]) have been proposed for individual search. However, fundamental
differences exist between individual and collaborative search sessions [62, 109,
9, 64] according to the diversity of the vocabulary, the interaction mode and the
search effectiveness. Moreover, a collaborative search setting involves additional
difficulties due to the important place of communication between collaborators,
the complexity of the shared information needs, and the cognitive load of the
sense-making process.
With the goal of building a picture of the collaborative search session stages,
some authors [54, 55, 108] test the feasibility of the ISP model [70] in the collaborative context. On the one hand, Hyldegärd [54, 55] demonstrates that,
although similarities with the ISP model exist between individual and collaborative search, some additional social and cognitive dimensions underlying the
collaborative setting should be considered.
On the other hand, [108] perform a user study consisting in an exploratory
task in which the process stages were quantitatively measured using user-system
and user-user interaction features: (a) Initiation: number of chat messages before the stage initiation and between the different stages of the session, (b) Selection: number of chat messages discussing the strategy, (c) Exploration: number
of search queries, (d) Formulation: number of visited webpages, (e) Collection:
number of collected webpages, and (f) Presentation: number of moving actions for organizing collected snippets. The log analysis outlines that five stages
of the ISP (namely, Initiation, Selection/Exploration, Formulation, Collection,
and Presentation) could be clearly identified. The identification of these stages
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suggests that the ISP model is reasonable for modeling collaborative search.
However, the study reveals that the Formulation, the Exploration, and the Collection stages are highly correlated (in terms of features) with quick switches
between these stages. Both statements enable to infer that coordination-related
stages are more prevalent in collaborative search than the search itself.
With a similar objective, [40] propose to map the collaborative search actions (split into document-related and human-related actions) with the IS&R
generative behavioral model [57]. The latter is characterized by three main levels: (a) the work task level including the task initiation, the task preparation
and the task completion; (b) the information seeking task level and (c) the information retrieval level. On the basis of a diary study involving nine patent
engineers during two months, results show that the IS&R model could be applied to collaborative search and that the task preparation and the information
seeking stages are prevalent in this context. In the information seeking task
level, human activities (e.g. communication) constitute a high proportion of
behaviors leading to retrieval-related actions, such as the query reformulation,
that are performed before the user-document interactions.
While work presented above proposes to map collaborative models to individual search patterns, [126] analyze communication-based interactions between
group of three users to identify collaborative sensemaking processes. Similarly
to the IS&R model, findings outline that the latter covers the actions of structuring the task, searching for information, sharing information, and synthesizing
information.
In a more abstract point of view, [136] exploit users’ interactions to uncover
the hidden Markov model underlying collaborative search. A comparative analysis between individual and collaborative search logs outlines that (a) collaboration is a more complex task since it requires a higher number of hidden states
for modeling users, and (b) that collaboration involves more attention to sensemaking through communication-based interactions which occur throughout the
collaborative search process. Interestingly, the study analyzing individual and
collaborative scenarios reveals that individual search is very close to the ISP
model [77] while collaborative search rather fits with the social search model
presented by [23].
Besides the search pattern analysis, others studies focusing on search behaviors and interactions allow to understand the relevant factors impacting IRrelated behaviors, such as query reformulation or relevance assessment. For
instance, [137] investigate the process of query reformulation performed during
two types of collaborative search session: an exploratory search task, namely
an academic literature search, and a fact-finding task, namely a travel planning
task. The authors first categorize the user’s actions that are closely related to
search and those that are related to search and collaboration. Using the log
data, they quantitatively measure the query reformulation process with the aim
of identifying the query term sources.
Results outline that query reformulations are mainly influenced by previously
12

viewed/saved documents, as already noticed in individual search. However, results show that actions of collaborators also impact the query reformulation
process, although the search is not performed on a shared workspace, limiting
the collaboration coordination. Indeed, collaborators’ queries and search histories have been highlighted as good evidence sources since, in average, at least
one term included in collaboration-based actions have been identified in a user’s
reformulated query. Also, the chat analysis outlines that more than 60% of chat
messages are connected to the query submission/reformulation process, leading
to the exploration of subtopics or new topics.
3.1.2

Studying the Impact of Time and Space on Collaborative Search
Performance

This second category of empirical studies highlights the impact of the spatial
[109, 33] and temporal [32, 43] factors on the collaborative search effectiveness.
Concerning the spatial factor opposing remote and colocated search, [33]
study the effect of the collaborators’ location and the communication channels
(text or audio-based instant messaging systems). Results highlight that, although the effectiveness is not significantly different between all studied settings
(colocated/remote and text/audio-based communication), colocated groups seems
to perform tasks with the lowest level of diversity, more particularly for the query
reformulation process. Moreover, combining text and audio communication is
more effective while a text-only communication leads collaborators to stop their
search for interacting with their partners. Similar findings have been outlined
in [109] with a particular distinction in terms of material environment for colocated users, working or not on the same computer. This environment variable is
shown as an important factor in the search effectiveness, more particularly with
respect to the recall value. This is explained by the nature of the designed task,
which is exploratory and requires a wide topical range of documents. However,
the authors underline that in the case of non-separable tasks, this setting would
not be significant. Moreover, using coverage-based measures estimating the level
of redundancy within the task [69], remote collaboration has been pointed as
the best setting since it constrains users to perform useful interactions. This
is more particularly interesting since the cognitive load of collaboration is not
higher in this collaborative setting. We note that beyond the analysis of different collaborative settings, [109] outline the synergic effect of collaboration with
respect to individual settings.
The concurrency of collaborators’ actions is another search setting used in
educational and organizational application domains [29, 32]. Similarly to the
spatial constraint, the temporal factor is guided by the social presence theory
[117] which strongly connects the social presence of collaborators to user-user
interactions held through communication systems. In order to understand to
what extent synchronous and asynchronous searches are different, [32] performed
13

a user study which analyzes the communication, the search performance, and
the cognitive load. Results reinforce previous statements about the importance
of the communication exchanges between collaborators with a high number of
messages and a good balance of messages within a collaborative group. Although
a similar search effectiveness is obtained for both settings, asynchronous search
is outlined as promising in terms of topic exploration, with a wider range of
queries and a noticeable decrease of the cognitive load.
3.1.3

Investigating the Role-based Mediation in Collaborative Search

Several work [116, 66] has highlighted the benefit of leveraging collaborators’
complementarity to enhance the collaborative effectiveness. With the purpose
of structuring the collaborative search session, users’ complementarity could be
modeled through roles [66]. Some empirical studies [56, 123] analyze this factor
in the collaborative context.
While previous work analyses intrinsic behaviors of collaborators, [123] focus
on the comparison of users within a collaborative group. The goal of this study
is to identify their respective roles, assuming that collaborators’ complementarity could be beneficial for the collaboration coordination. With this in mind,
the authors formulate two main research hypotheses: (a) collaborators behave
differently from each other within a collaborative group, and, accordingly have
different skills and might be complementary, and (b) collaborators’ behaviors
evolve throughout the search session.
In this context, the authors perform a user study, split into different settings depending on whether the pair of participants is guided by role guidelines
(namely, prospector/miner roles [89] and gatherer/surveyor roles [111]) or not.
Collaborators’ behaviors are modeled through search features, such as the number of submitted queries or the number of visited pages. Three different analyses
have been performed.
(a) The first one identifies behavioral differences between the different settings
(with or without roles) and within the pair of roles. A more in-depth analysis
of communication channels outlines that groups driven by predefined roles are
more willing to exchange about document contents and the task topic while the
other groups spent more time discussing about search strategies.
(b) The second analysis focuses on the complementarity identification through
a temporal analysis of the correlations between the search feature differences
of both collaborators during the search session. The obtained results reinforce
the intuition that collaborators’ search behaviors evolve throughout the search
session. Moreover, collaborators not restricted to role guidelines are fastly able
to coordinate their search strategies while this coordination is less obvious for
collaborators restricted to gatherer/surveyor roles. Interestingly, the results also
highlight a role drift for participants following the prospector/miner guidelines.
These statements suggest that the role factor seems to constraint collaborators
14

in some skills that do not really fit.
(c) Combining these results with an effectiveness analysis, the authors observe
that users without prior roles are able to bring out their skills through a user
mediation without neglecting their effectiveness. Indeed, although users in both
settings make fair judgments about relevance, users that define their roles themselves are more successfully willing to discard irrelevant page results because of a
more in-depth reading. Accordingly, one interesting conclusion is that performing searches without prior roles may lead to more precision-oriented searches.
In the same spirit, [56] analyze the effect of explicit roles in the particular context of a travel planning task by comparing the search effectiveness
and behaviors of collaborators involved in two settings (with or without roles).
Considering the roles of searcher and writer, collaborators are free to choose
their roles and swap them during the task. However, in contrast to [123] in
which the search environment is similar between these two types of settings,
the number of laptops varies according to the roles of collaborators (1 PC for
groups driven by explicit roles and 2 PCs for non-explicit role-based groups).
Results show that the role assignment, and accordingly the search environment,
does not impact the search outcome of the collaborative travel planning task.
However, similarly to previous work [123], groups with explicit roles seems able
to quickly exchange valuable content-based information for solving the search
task, while for non-explicit roles, the communication is rather oriented towards
coordination or opinion confirmation.

3.2

Lessons Learned and Challenges in Collaborative Information Retrieval

According to the literature review of empirical studies related to collaborative search, one could highlight that the most common scenario is generally
a small-group of users performing either exploratory or fact-finding tasks. In
this context, several impacting factors have been highlighted, such as the search
actions, the communication exchanges, the users’ roles, or the spatio-temporal
context. These observations allow to point out lessons for designing CIR models.
First, the collaborative setting implies the consideration of the group with
multiple impacting factors on the search effectiveness; giving rise to coordination
challenges according to both user-driven and algorithmic points of view.
Indeed, behavioral empirical studies have outlined that some phases of theoretical models of individual search are still valid for collaborative search [40, 137].
This suggests that well-known IR techniques, such as query reformulation, can
be used in the collaborative context. However, behavioral models of individual
search might be insufficient for modeling the collaborators’ mediation since it
requires the consideration of multiple factors. And conversely, collaborative mediation techniques (e.g., role-based mediation) might turn out to be ineffective
in terms of document ranking. For instance, [56] and [123] point out that explicit roles lower the coordination cost and structure the collaboration, although
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not guaranteeing performance improvement in comparison to user-driven settings with implicit roles. One possible explanation might be that the role factor
is not the only one that should be considered in CIR, suggesting that a multidimensional consideration of the collaborative context is desired. Accordingly,
we believe that an hybrid approach combining the theoretical framework of individual IR with the paradigms of collaborative search would allow to build
strong models for CIR. In other words, collaborative search is a complex setting
involving several users, exchanging with each other, interacting with information sources, and in which the longitudinal aspect of the task is prevalent so as
to accomplish a search session in a whole. More formally, this requires the integration of the “group-dependent user” as a novel variable in IR models, which
is still challenging.
Second, as suggested in previous statements [109, 105], collaboration is effective in particular tasks depending upon complementary knowledge of collaborators to reach a synergic effect [109]. The task achievement is of great importance
in collaborative search since it entails to aggregate individual actions of users
to estimate the collective relevance of documents in the goal to build a collaborative response of the shared information need. Evaluation metrics relying on
the notion of coverage [68] have been proposed and provides some guidelines
for modeling the collective relevance. This new IR paradigm highlighting the
estimation of the collective relevance is a consequence of the mutual beneficial
goals underlying CIR [105].
With this in mind, we point out three main challenges:
1. Learning from user-system and from user-user past interactions. As an
extension of the dynamic IR framework, collaboration requires the consideration of all types of interactions with the goal of optimizing the overall
search session. However, while dynamic IR mainly focuses on user-system
interactions, the collaboration setting opens new search activities, such
as information sharing or sensemaking. Accordingly, IR models should
consider the user-user interactions, standing through communications. In
addition, interactions are time-related, leading to synchronous or asynchronous settings implying CIR models to support the temporal coordination of users’ actions.
2. Satisfying mutually beneficial goals. In accordance to the collective relevance paradigm, the document relevance estimation in CIR might depend
on the shared information need formulated by the whole group (collective
relevance). Indeed, beyond the users’ satisfaction challenge considered in
an individual setting, a CIR model might also deal with the collaborative
group constraints in terms of the information need understanding and collaborators’ coordination. One difficulty is to capture collaborators’ intent
to leverage from their perceived relevance within a retrieval model while
considering their relevance feedback expressing their interests. More formally, we can argue that one emergent challenge underlying CIR concerns
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the estimation of the collective relevance RSV (di ∣qj , uj , g) of document di ,
that, beyond a personalized point of view (user uj ), integrates the group
(g) as a dependent variable.
3. Ensuring division of labor and sharing of knowledge. In order to promote
the synergic effect of collaborators within the search session, one challenge
consists in leveraging from collaboration paradigms within the estimation
of the collective relevance. Indeed, division of labor and sharing of knowledge are pivotal in collaboration since they allow to structure search and
avoid redundancy between collaborators [66]. For instance, the former
could be ensured at the document level by either splitting the document
set [25, 119] or assigning tasks to collaborators according to role guidelines
[89, 111].

4

Collaborative Information Retrieval Models

The goal of CIR is to support algorithmic mediation of users with the consideration of the collaboration features (e.g., role factor, interactions, time, and space
constraints) through IR techniques and models [62]. In this section, we review
the state-of-the-art CIR models to provide a picture of their hypotheses and
peculiarities. In contrast to previous surveys focusing on the general context of
collaborative search [79, 83, 105, 106, 41] and its evaluation [107], our objective
here is to particularly point out the formal retrieval aspects through a synthesis
of existing CIR models.
In what follows, we first present an overview of CIR models. Then, we
describe previous work in CIR relying only on the system-based mediation or
on a user-driven system-based mediation. For each model, we briefly discuss
the experimental evaluation to present their advantages and limitations. All
these models provide interesting peculiarities in terms of synergic effect with
respect to individual settings. However, due to the complexity of evaluating real
collaborative search tasks, experiments rely either on collaboration simulation
or posterior log studies based on collaborative search tasks. Accordingly, the
generability of the outlined statements are limited to the experimental setup,
such as the task (exploratory search task in general) or the group size (two users
for most studies).

4.1

Overview

Although relying on individual IR foundations, CIR is a young research area
and has known a keen interest with the pioneers work of [89].
The proposed CIR models exploit user’s search history data (e.g., clickthrough data or viewed SERPs) and user-user communication-based interactions
to enhance the effectiveness of collaborative search sessions. To do so, two main
mediation levels are used, as synthesized in Figure 3, leading to two categories
of models. The first one relies on a system-based mediation which aims at
harnessing collaboration directly within the document ranking step. In contrast,
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Figure 3: Taxonomy of CIR models.
the second category of models stands on a user-driven system-based mediation
which occurs at the user level through, for instance, approaches building group
or identifying roles of collaborators.

4.2

System-Mediated CIR Models

The system-mediated CIR models is based on the assumption that users need
algorithmic approaches to mediate the document rankings to ensure division
of labor and sharing of knowledge. This hypothesis enables to integrate the
collaboration coordination directly within the document ranking step through,
for instance, document distribution or query reformulation. More particularly,
among system-mediated models, we can distinguish those that consider (a) users
as peers and try to personalize the search according to their search history, or
(b) users with fixed roles and try to personalize the search according to roles.
4.2.1

Group-based Mediation

The essence of these models is to consider users symmetrically (similarly to
peer roles) [30]. Instead of taking into account users’ search strategies, the division of labor is applied algorithmically through a distinction of the documentary
spaces explored by collaborators to cover as much as possible the shared information need.
As a general framework of CIR models, [10] propose a cost model based
on decision theory, called the collaborative-oriented probability ranking principle algorithm (cPRP). This cost function is equivalent to the collaborativebased probability ranking principle aiming at retrieving documents with respect
to decreasing values of pi,j (1 − qi,¬j ) [98]. By taking into account the document discovery actions of collaborators, the authors argue that the exposed
probability-based approach could be used as a justification of previous work in
CIR (e.g., [25, 111]) ensuring division of labor. More particularly, the mediation is performed on the basis of collaborators’ actions. It relies on the relevance
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probability pi,j of document di with respect to searcher uj (namely, the collaborator who submits the query) and discovery likelihood qi,¬j of document di
given another collaborator u¬j . The underlying intuition is that the CIR task
is recall-oriented due to the exploratory nature of underlying search tasks [111]
and, accordingly, a division of labor between collaborators should ensure that
a document retrieved for a team member should not be retrieved to another.
With this in mind, the authors formulate a cost function of action α of user uj
given the selected document di :
EC(α∣di ) = pi,j [(1 − qi,¬j )B + qi,¬j B̄] +(1 − pi,j )C̄

(1)

where B = L(select∣relevant, not discovered)

(2)

B̄ = L(select∣relevant, discovered)

(3)

C̄ = L(select∣not relevant)

(4)

where L(a1 ∣s1 ) is the loss function of the cost of performing action a1 given
state s1 .
The experimental evaluation performed through a user study highlights that:
• The query history seems to provide a better context in CIR than clickthrough history since collaboration involves several subtasks (in terms of
topic exploration as well as actions) that could be captured by queries;
• The search context could be enhanced by the aggregation of the collaborators’ search history, leading to the identification of the most relevant
information.
• The consideration of user-user interactions through the exchanged message
seems to be particularly effective in CIR. This is the case when the task
requires an intensive collaboration with decision taken by a group (e.g.,
trip planning). In other tasks (e.g., exploratory search), the user-user interactions through chat messages rather offers a coordination means.
More oriented towards the estimation of the collective relevance of documents with respect to the information need, [25] propose a CIR model that
aggregates the relevance judgments performed by the whole set of collaborators. More specifically, for a given query q, the aggregation of these collective
relevance judgments is performed at the term weighting level. Therefore, the
weight purw(tv ) of term tv refers to a partial-user relevance weighting and is
estimated as follows:
purw(tv ) =

nv −ruj v
ru j v
−1
)(1 − ∑U
uj =0 αuj N −Ru )
Ruj
j
log
ru j k
nv −ruj v
−1
U −1
(∑U
α
)(1
−
α
∑uj =0 uj Ru )
uj =0 uj N −Ru
j
j
−1
(∑U
uj =0 αuj

(5)

where nv is the number of documents in which term v occurs, N expresses
the number of documents in the collection. U is the set of users. ruj v represents
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the number of documents including term tv and assessed as relevant by user
uj . The number of documents assessed as relevant by user uj is noted Ruj .
The coefficient αuj , also called authority factor, expresses the impact of user uj
in the term weighting, under the constraint that ∑U
uj =1 αuj = 1. The authority
factor αuj can be (a) fixed within the experimental evaluation, or (b) dynamic
according to the correlation between the weight of terms included in documents
assessed by the user as relevant and the weights of terms in a set of relevant
documents.
The term weighting function is used for two IR tasks:
• The document ranking process in which the partial-user relevance term
weight is integrated in the probabilistic model proposed by [99]. The
principle of division of labor is then ensured by retrieving only documents
that have not been visited by other collaborators and/or that are not
simultaneously displayed in their document lists.
• The query expansion process in which the partial-user relevance weight of
terms are combined over all collaborators in order to obtain a partial-user
offer weighting.
This model has been evaluated through the simulation of collaboration between pairs of users on the basis of individual search logs provided by the TREC
Interactive [86]. The main results outline that division of labor allows to ensure diversity within search without discarding search effectiveness. Moreover,
the aggregation of relevance judgments over the whole members, guaranteeing
the sharing of knowledge among collaborators, has shown its effectiveness with
respect to individual models. However, the absence of personalization of document rankings is a drawback limiting the impact of the model with respect to
the challenge of the satisfaction of the mutually beneficial goals.
To tackle this personalization challenge, another approach is proposed by
[84]. The authors present two collaborative ranking models based on the personalized score perso(di , qj , uj ), estimating the relevance of document di with
respect to query qj submitted by user uj according to the user’s interactions
[127]. Below, we introduce these two ranking models that focus respectively on
the user and the group level.
• Smart-splitting. The first model personalizes document rankings according
to each individual user among all the collaborators. For this purpose, a
personalized score is assigned to each document-query pair. Document di
is assigned to collaborator uj who obtains the highest personalized score
perso(di , qj , uj ) over all the users of collaborative group g:
∀di , ∃ u∗j ; u∗j = arg max perso(di , qj , uj )
uj ∈g

(6)

• Groupization. The second model aims at building a collective response to
the shared information need over all collaborators’ relevance assessment.
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Personalized scores perso(di , qj , uj ) are aggregated over all collaborators
uj ∈ U to estimate the collective relevance of each document di . In addition, this score is linearly combined (α refers to the weighted coefficient)
with the original document rank, noted rank(di ), to preserve the most
important information. The final score scoll (di , qj ) of document di for
query qj is estimated as follows:
scoll (di , qj ) = α ∑ perso(di , qj , uj ) + (1 − α)rank(di )

(7)

uj ∈U

These models are integrated into the SearchTogether interface [80]. The experimental evaluation validates these models with log files of collaborative search
tasks. Results show the synergistic effect of both models. Specifically, the
“smart-splitting” ranking function allows a more effective division of labor
among users at each query submission throughout the search session while the
“groupization” algorithm could be assimilated to the sensemaking process aiming at estimating the collective relevance of documents.
While previous work focused on leveraging collaborators’ relevance feedback,
a recent model proposed by [38] opens the range of evidence sources to contextual data. Indeed, in the line of the contextual IR domain which generally
exploits individual search history, the authors argue that an effective contextual
support for CIR would be the collaborator’s data (queries, results, bookmarks)
and also collaboration behavior based on communication. Depending on the
sources and types of user’s histories, a 3-dimensional context can be built:
• Individual search history HQU : each collaborator’s self-search history (e.g.,
queries, SERPs, or bookmarks)
• Collaborative group HCL : group search history (e.g., queries, SERPs, or
bookmarks)
• Collaboration HCH : collaboration behavior chat (communication)
The context of a user is modeled through a contextual language model θHx ,
where Hx ∈ {HQU , HCL , HCH }, estimated as a unigram language model. With
this in mind, the contextual probability p(w∣Hx ) of word w is obtained as follows:
p(w∣Hx )
p(w∣Xk )

=

1
K

∑k=1 p(w∣Xk )
K

=

c(w,Xk )
∣Xk ∣

(8)
(9)

where K expresses the number of user histories (e.g., the number of queries
or the number of chat messages) of type X ∈ {QU, CL, CH}. The number of
occurrences of word w in user histories Xk is noted c(w, Xk ) and ∣Xk ∣ is the
word count in Xk .
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A re-ranking process is then performed by computing the KL divergence
between the traditional document language model θd [91] and the language
model of each context type:
D(θd , θHx ) = − ∑ p(w∣θd ) log p(w∣Hx )

(10)

w∈q

In order to rank documents with respect to user’s contexts, a learning to
rank algorithm is used based on two main features: prior document rank and
the KL divergence values D(θd , θHx ) between document d and the collaborative
contexts Hx .

4.2.2

Role-based Mediation

The approaches presented previously consider users as peers, having similar
search strategies and objectives with respect to the shared information need.
However, other work [89, 111, 119, 120, 118] assumes that users might act according to asymmetric roles. These roles attempts to structure and organizes
the group members in the collaborative process [66]. In contrast to previous
CIR models in which the number of collaborators is unlimited, the models presented below are generally based on a pair of users. In this context, the latter
are mostly identified by roles belonging to a taxonomy [30] that describes the
potential roles of users in a CIR context, namely:
• The role of Peer denoting collaborators acting independently to each other
and combining their search results manually. Collaborators’ roles are,
therefore, symmetric, allowing users to freely drive their own session.
• The roles of Domain A expert/Domain B expert highlighting collaborators
with different domain expertise.
• The roles of Search expert/novice or Domain expert/novice referring to the
expertise level of collaborators in an application domain or search skills.
• The roles of Search expert/Domain expert characterized by the type of
contribution to the search process is asymmetric. The search expert is
more willing to select documents and formulate queries while the domain
expert has a higher ability to assess the document relevance with respect
to his/her background.
• The roles of Prospector/Miner for which the goal of the former is to favor the search diversity whereas the Miner is interested in the document
relevance and explores those related to the main topic.
In what follows, we distinguish three main types of asymmetric roles, as
considered in CIR models. First, we introduce models based on roles guided by
distinct search strategies [89, 111]. Then, we present CIR models structuring
collaboration through domain expertise-based roles [119, 120].
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A) CIR models relying on search strategy-based roles In this category
of models, roles are used to split tasks among collaborators. The objective is
therefore to divide the labor with complementary search actions by, for instance,
favoring result diversity (prospector role) while ensuring that the main aspect
of the shared information need is covered (miner role). We review here CIR
models based on this type of roles.
[89] propose a collaborative ranking model based on the asymmetric roles of
prospector and miner, defined in the role taxonomy [30]. The former, namely
the prospector, favors the diversity in the search results by opening new exploration fields in the information space, while the latter, namely the miner,
ensures the quality and richness of the explored documents. To model these
roles, the authors take into account the previously ranked documents as well
as collaborators’ relevance judgments. Both roles rely on the assumptions that
if rankings include a lot of relevant documents and few documents not already
visited, the exploration track is likely effective and should favor search diversity
and relevance towards the query. Thus, the authors identify two factors, namely
relevance and freshness, estimated for document list Lj , retrieved for query qj :
• The relevancy factor wr (L) measures the ratio of the number of relevant
documents in retrieved list L to the number of irrelevant documents in
list L.
• The freshness factor wf (L) measures the ratio of the number of documents
not already visited in list L to the number of documents visited in list L.
For each role, the CIR model includes a ranking function in adequation with
the role search strategies:
1. The mediation function connected to the role of prospector aims at supporting the diversity of the explored search results and consists in a term
suggestion for the query reformulation. For each term tv from all documents in all retrieved lists L to both users uj and uj ′ , a score is estimated
as:
score(tv ) = ∑ wr (L)wf (L)rlf (tv , L)
(11)
L∈L

where rlf (tv , L) represents the number of documents in list L that include
term tv .
2. The role of miner requires to look deeper into the document content and
to identify those that fit the most with the shared information need. Thus,
documents di not assessed as relevant by the Prospector are re-ranked and
assigned to the miner according to a score estimated as follows:
score(di ) = ∑ wr (L)wf (L)borda(di , L)
L∈L

where function borda(di , L) expresses a document voting score.
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(12)

Two prototypes, namely Cerchiamo [2, 29] and Querium [19], integrate this
model based on the roles of prospector and miner. Relying on the same interface functionalities (query submission, document comments, and annotations),
Cerchiamo and Querium are distinguished by the nature of the exploited information since the former is devoted to identifying videos while the latter aims at
retrieving textual information.
Experiments are carried out through a user study performed on the Querium
prototype with the exploratory information need issued from the TREC Interactive dataset. Similarly to previous models, results outline the synergic effect
of the prospector-miner model compared to an individual scenario. Moreover,
an analysis of the search outcomes with respect to the topic difficulty reveals
that this model is particularly effective for solving difficult topics.
[111] propose a CIR model relying on the following pair of roles: (a) the gatherer which aims at quickly selecting relevant documents; and (b) the surveyor
which has the objective to cover a wide range of results to better understand the
nature of the information need to explore the potential exploratory fields as well
as detect why queries are not optimal. These roles are complementary since the
gatherer can search relevant information alone, but the surveyor requires the
collective intelligence for a topical diversity for a better understanding of the
information need. The mediation between these two roles is based on a merging
and splitting of search results retrieved for two queries, respectively submitted
by both collaborators. More specifically, the model responds to queries submitted by both collaborators. Let’s consider query qj (resp. qj ′ ) submitted by user
uj (resp. uj ′ ) and the associated retrieved list Lj (resp. Lj ′ ) of documents. The
model proceeds in two steps:
1. The merge step which builds a unified and ranked list Ljj ′ of documents
by merging both lists Lj and Lj ′ through the CombSUM function that
respectively normalizes the score RSV (di , qj ) and RSV (di , qj ′ ) for each
document di retrieved in lists Lj and Lj ′ . The intuition behind this step is
that the combination of the two ranked lists of documents increases the effectiveness of the unified list Ljj ′ since it aggregates the scores RSV (qj , di )
and RSV (qj ′ , di ) of document di , respectively obtained in response to
queries qj and qj ′ .
2. The split step relies on a classification algorithm, namely the 2-means
one, applied to the merged list Ljj ′ . This results in two document classes
associated to the gatherer and the surveyor roles according to the following
criteria:
(a) The class with the highest centroid enables to build the list LGath
retrieved for the gatherer.
(b) The other class, with the lowest centroid, enables to build the list
LSurv retrieved for the surveyor.
Experiments focus on determining the optimal functions of fusion and separation, namely CombSUM and the classification algorithm k-means. The an24

alyzes also compare the model with an individual scenario in order to validate
its synergic effect.

B) CIR models relying on domain expertise-based roles Generally
speaking, two users, involved in the same search session, are characterized by a
relative difference of domain expertise level towards the shared information need.
With this in mind, Soulier et al. [119, 120] consider collaborators’ roles based
on different domain expertise levels, as suggested in the role taxonomy [30].
More particularly, the authors distinguish two dimensions of the collaborators’
expertise:
• A vertical distinction which assumes that one collaborator has more expertise than the other one. This assumption is reinforced by search behavior
analysis [131] which has highlighted differences between domain experts
and domain novices. One main divergence is that domain experts are
more familiar with technical vocabulary while domain novices who need
more term suggestions for getting a better insight of the domain [51, 131].
• A horizontal distinction in which collaborators are seen as a group of experts with different knowledge expertise and points of view with respect
to the same information need. More particularly, this setting is used for
solving multi-faceted information need in order to leverage the users’ different knowledge expertise and assign them implicit knowledge-based roles
towards at least one query facet.
Concerning the vertical dimension of the domain expertise resulting in the
expert and novice roles, [120] propose a two-step CIR model for ranking documents according to the domain expertise-based roles. This approach assumes
that the most experienced user for the query topic would most likely be interested by documents with a high level of (a) specificity [51, 131] and (b) novelty
with respect to the user’s domain knowledge [114]. This model introduces a
generic approach which first estimates the role-based score of each documentuser pairwise and then, distribute documents to the most likely fitted user. The
first step aims at estimating scores P (di ∣uj , qj ) of documents di with respect to
the query qj and the role of each collaborator uj . These scores include a personalized probability P (π(uj )∣θdi ) which integrates document specificity Spec(di )
[67] and novelty N ov(di , D(uj )) towards the set D(uj ) of document already
selected by user uj [13] within a language model smoothing.
P (π(uj )∣θdi ) = ∏(tv ,wvj )∈π(uj ) [λij P (tv ∣θdi ) + (1 − λij )P (tv ∣θC )]wvj
with λij =

(13)

N ov(di ,D(uj ))⋅Spec(di )β
maxd ′ ∈D N ov(di′ ,D(uj ))⋅Spec(di′ )β
i

where β depends on the users’ role and is respectively 1 and −1 for the expert and
the novice. θdi and θC are the parameters of the language model of document
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di and collection C, wvj represents the weight of term tv in user profile π(uj ).
λij is the smoothing parameter.
In order to optimize scores previously estimated over all collaborators, the
second step consists in a document allocation to user roles using the ExpectationMaximization (EM) learning method [17]. Relying on the document relevance
scoring, this step assigns documents to the most likely suited user. Finally, division of labor is reinforced by ensuring that currently displayed document lists
do not include the same documents.
The model is evaluated through a collaboration simulation-based framework
as done in [25]. The model is pointed out as effective for both relative and
absolute expertise within the group, in other words, when both (a) users have
different levels of expertise, without being necessarily identified as expert or
novice and (b) users are clearly labeled as expert and novice. A deeper analysis
at the role level outlines that the model is able to improve the search experience of novice by displaying document lists more specific over the search session.
In another model relying on a horizontal distinction within collaborators’
domain expertise levels, [119] propose to support collaboration between a group
of domain experts aiming at solving a multi-faceted information need. This approach allows to leverage users’ different knowledge expertise and assigns them
implicit knowledge-based roles towards at least one query facet. These facets
are modeled through document and user topical-based representations using the
LDA generative model [8]. The proposed algorithm includes two main steps.
The first one estimates the document relevance according to each expert with
respect to his/her facet expertise and the shared information need. For this purpose, the authors combine (a) the document relevance probability p(π(uj )∣di )
with respect to the user profile π(uj ) and (b) the document relevance probability
p(qj ∣di ) depending on the BM25 score and a LDA-based score [42]:
p(qj ∣di ) = λRSVLDA (qj ∣di ) + (1 − λ)RSVBM 25 (qj , θdi )

(14)

T

with RSVLDA (qj ∣di ) = ∏ ∑ p(tv ∣t).p(t∣di )
tv ∈qj t=1

where p(tv ∣t) represents the probability of term tv given topic t over set T
of topics. p(t∣di ) is the probability of topic t given document di .
Similarly to the previous algorithm, documents are allocated to the bestsuited experts using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm and retrieved to
collaborators by ensuring the division of labor policy.
The experimental evaluation follows a similar framework than the one used
for the previous model based on expertise [120], with a small variation in the
group building. Indeed, this model is not restricted to a pair of collaborators
since it allows larger groups in which the topical expertise-based role of users are
identified according to clickthrough data. Results outline the search effectiveness
of the model with respect to individual-oriented baselines. Moreover, results
highlight the model robustness for all sizes of the groups, ranging between 2
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and 6 users. This result is promising and shows that collaboration could be
effectively mediated by algorithms, even though for larger groups.

4.3

User-Driven System-Mediated CIR Models

In this second category of work, we propose to review algorithmic mediations
focusing on the user level. Instead of ranking documents according to the division of labor and the sharing of knowledge concepts, another approach is to
proactively help users to perform an effective search session by making inference on the basis of their search logs. This challenge is tackled in the literature
according to two main approaches: the recommendation of users willing to collaborate [36] and the dynamic identification of collaborators’ roles [118, 122].
We detail these two approaches below.
The first category of models provides an interesting insight on collaborative
groups and how they could be built to perform an effective group. While previous work assumes that collaborative groups are already formed, building a collaborative group for a given task is an outstanding challenge. A first approach,
called “pseudo-collaboration”, has been proposed by [36] aiming at evaluating
the collaboration opportunity between two users performing individual search
tasks on the same topic. The strength of this model is to also capture the best
moment in which two users should collaborate by measuring the benefit/cost
ratio of the pseudo-collaboration.
To do so, a collaborative search session is simulated by aligning and combining individual search sessions performed by a pair of potential collaborators.
Evaluation performance of the simulated collaborative search are estimated at
different timestamps by considering two metrics: (a) the search effectiveness expressing the precision of information found and identified as useful; and (b) the
search efficiency normalizing the search effectiveness by the number of queries
to capture the cognitive effort of the user to identify useful information. The
collaboration between those two users is then characterized as helpful if the ratio of both metrics (namely, search effectiveness and efficiency) is higher than a
threshold. The pair of collaborators who maximized this ratio are then retained
and one could easily imagine that collaborative ranking algorithms could thus
be launched so as to mediate the collaboration between users.
Experiments of the model are carried out using a collaboration-simulation
framework relying on individual logs in which the approach is compared with
real collaborative search logs. Evaluation performances are estimated on the basis of well-known CIR evaluation metrics defined in [109]. Results outline that
mediating collaboration between users allows to reach a synergic effect. Moreover, another interesting insight is that the effectiveness of pseudo-collaboration
overpasses the one obtained by real collaborative groups. These two statements reinforce the intuition that collaboration is not always useful for a whole
search session and that capturing the best collaboration timing is more effective. However, it is worth highlighting that the authors do not consider the
issue of detecting users’ interests, but rather assume that users have similar
information need. This limitation is still challenging today. In addition, this
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Figure 4: Hybrid search session guided by user-driven and system-oriented mediation
work presents several challenges such as the protection of users’ privacy since
pseudo-collaboration requires tracking users over time. Also, once two users
have been identified as candidate collaborators, the challenge of connecting and
coordinating these “strangers” for performing an effective collaborative search
remains.
The second category of models [118, 122] is a variant of the group building ones since it assumes that collaborators already work together and mediate
their search through the coordination of their roles. The proposed approaches
rely on the assumptions that (a) skill or preference difference is one of the motivations that make users collaborate, and (b) collaborators’ roles might evolve
throughout the session [123] (in contrast to previous work based on fixed roles
[89, 111, 119]).
With this in mind, [118] propose to leverage collaborators’ real-time actions
to identify the most suited roles of collaborators throughout the search session.
This model opens a new vision of the collaborative search by letting the collaborators structure themselves their session and considering their actions to
enhance algorithmically the retrieval effectiveness of the search session through
a role mining approach. This refers to as user-driven system-mediated CIR, as
shown in Figure 4.
In this context, the authors analyze how users are different, and, accordingly
suggest roles given their complementarity that optimizes the collaborative outcome. The approach relies on a temporal representation of collaborators’ search
(t )
behaviors Sujl based on set F of search features fk which estimates the cumulative value of each feature over each one-minute timestamp from the beginning
(t )
of the search session until timestamp tl . Differences ∆ujl,uj′ (fk ) between collaborators with respect to the temporal representation of each search feature
fk are then estimated while complementarities and similarities/dissimilarities
(t )
between participants are identified through correlation Cujl,uj′ (fk , fk′ ) between
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(t )

(t )

search feature differences ∆ujl,uj′ (fk ) and ∆ujl,uj′ (fk′ ) of collaborators uj and
uj ′ . The negative correlations computed between the feature difference values
enable to bring out complementarities within search skills in which participants
are the most effective.
Finally, the best suited roles with respect to a role pool are identified using
a minimization problem estimating the distance between the correlation matrix
(t )
Cu1l,u2 of the collaborators and the role pattern F Rm,n of a predefined pair of
roles Rm,n :
argmin

R1,2 ∣∣F

)
− Cu(t1l,u
∣∣
2

R1,2

under the constraint: ∀(fk ,f

k′ )∈K

R1,2

(15)

)
F R1,2 (fk , fk′ ) − Cu(t1l,u
(fk , fk′ ) > −1
2

with ∣∣.∣∣ representing the Frobenius norm.
The experimental evaluation of this model is carried out on search log of two
collaborative IR user studies involving dyads. Results highlight the following
trends. First, leveraging from role mining within a CIR session overpasses the
aggregation of an individual scenario, showing the necessity of analyzing users’
differences and mining their roles to optimize the collaboration. Second, the
role mining-based CIR framework provides better results than scenarios relying
on fixed roles. However, the effectiveness towards the pair of Prospector-Miner
roles has not been demonstrated. One possible explanation might be that, similarly to our work, the Prospector-Miner-based ranking model also analyzes the
retrieved documents and submitted queries from the beginning of the session for
providing optimized document rankings. Third, the role mining methodology
seems to be more effective than a scenario in which roles are assigned randomly.
This emphasizes the reliability of the role mining approach which seems to accurately match users’ search behaviors, and optimize the collaboration.
However, this previous approach has some limitations. Indeed, it might
suffer from the fact that predefined roles do not allow to leverage the best of
collaborators since roles might be under-constrained for their actions during
the task. Accordingly, a very recent model, MineRank [122], overpasses the
framework of predefined roles constraining users in search skills they might not
really fit and focuses on latent roles of collaborators. At each query submission,
the two-step model (a) evaluates the complementarity of collaborators, that
could be assimilated to latent roles, in an unsupervised manner using various
search behavior-related features for each individual involved; and (b) re-injects
these latent roles to collaboratively rank documents.
The first step relies on assumptions formulated in [118] enabling to model
(t )
complementarity of collaborators according to a correlation matrix Cu1l,u2 according to a set of feature F . With this in mind, the complementarity is exhibited by the identification of the most discriminant features allowing: (a) to
(t )
avoid redundancy between features measured through correlations C1,2l (fk , fk′ )
of features fk and fk′ ; and (b) to provide good indicators of the document assign29

ment to users within the collaborative document ranking. The latter hypothesis
(t )
is measured by the quality of the classification (namely, the recall Rec1,2l (fk ))
performed over collaborators using the feature fk as a criterion. This intuition
can be translated into an optimization problem with multi-objectives determining the feature set F p of size p and transformed into a unique objective
optimization problem by linearly combining both optimized functions:
n

(t )

maxα ∑ Rec1,2l (fk )
k=1

subject to

(t )

⋅αk − γ(∑nk=1 ∑nk′ =1 C1,2l (fk , fk′ ) ⋅ αk ⋅ αk′ )
αk ∈ {0, 1}; k = 1, ..., n
n
∑k=1 αk

and

(16)

=p

where α is the vector of size n where each element αk is a Boolean indicator
(tl )
specifying whether feature fk is included in the feature subset Fk1,2
at timestamp
tl . γ is a decay parameter expressing the level of behavior complementarity
taken into account in the latent role mining algorithm.
In order to solve the optimization problem, the authors assume that the
discriminant feature selection could be seen as an adapted maximum clique
extraction algorithm, called Coll-Clique, using graph theory. The discriminant
features identified through the Coll-Clique algorithm are then re-injected within
a collaborative ranking relying on logistic regression classification. The idea is
to use the most discriminant features to first assign documents to the most
suited collaborator, and then ensure the division of labor principle.
The obtained results highlight three main contributions: (a) the MineRank
model enables participants to benefit from the synergic effect of collaboration;
(b) ranking documents with respect to meta-roles gives an additional value to
a CIR model based only on the behavioral analysis of collaborators; (c) mining
meta-roles for collaborators seems to be more effective than a CIR scenario in
which roles are fixed throughout the search session. A more in-depth analysis
enables to show that the meta-role varies between successive query submissions
in the beginning of the session; reinforcing the need of mining role dynamically.

4.4

Synthesis and Recommendations

In Table 2, we sum up all collaborative-oriented algorithmic approaches presented beforehand (system-based and user-driven system-based mediation, noted
respectively SBM and UDSBM). We characterize these models according to
three dimensions, namely the relevance, the evidence sources and the collaboration hypotheses (division of labor and sharing of knowledge).
From a general point of view, most of CIR models aim at satisfying both
individual and collective information needs. Indeed, their goal is to simultaneously build document rankings in response to a query issued by an individual
user considering the group members through division of labor or sharing of
knowledge. As outlined in the literature [25, 66, 107], the latter allow to avoid
redundancy within the task or favor the information flow between users so as to
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enhance the synergic effectiveness of the collaborative group. The approaches
proposed by [84] have two different goals, respectively focusing on the users’ or
the group satisfaction, and therefore are less oriented towards the satisfaction
of mutual beneficial goals.
In terms of evidence sources, one could see that relevance feedback is the
most used feature since it provides interesting insight on the collaborator’s understanding of the information need, following paradigms underlying interactive
and dynamic IR. Indeed, although collaborators are guided by a shared information need, they might have their own perception of the topic due to the diversity
of knowledge, interests, or search skills. First, the role of collaborators is used in
several work, whether fixed over the session [89, 104, 120] or dynamic [118]. As
mentioned in [66], roles allow to structure and organize the search session, and
constitute an important variable in the collaboration coordination. Although
the behavior might be used in most of CIR work, this second evidence source is
used differently in user-driven approaches [118, 36] so as to let the users being
the owner of the search session achievement. This also open barriers of controlled search tasks that could be designed in role-based CIR models, limiting
the range of collaborators’ actions in skills/topics they might not exactly fit
with [122, 123].
Concerning the collaboration hypotheses, one could see that division of labor is prevalent in CIR models [111, 10], probably because this is the easiest
to model by avoiding overlapping between document rankings or assigning roles
with distinct strategies. In contrast, sharing of knowledge [25] is less present
since the information flow might be more difficult to formalized through IR
techniques. Indeed, adapted search interfaces constitute a better environment
since they allow to share documents or information with respect to the task.
To put these work into perspectives, we propose some recommendations in
terms of model uses according to the search setting (e.g., group size, task, or
user peculiarities).
As seen in empirical studies, collaborative search is mostly studied by considering pairs of users. Accordingly, several CIR models [89, 111, 120, 118, 36, 122]
are designed for dyads. However, larger groups could be supported by CIR models as proposed in [25, 84, 119, 10, 38] with no restriction on the group size. CIR
models based on the role of Prospector-Miner [89] or Gatherer-Surveyor [111]
could be easily extended to groups with more than two users. For instance, in
[111], the voting function estimating the document relevance could be computed
over a large number of users. Similarly, the document redistribution carried out
through a k-means is also possible by specifying k > 2, where k denotes the
number of users.
Regarding the task, all CIR models are adapted for exploratory search. However, some work might be inappropriate for fact-finding tasks, such as travel
planning ones, or online shopping [79]. Indeed, for those tasks, it is worth mentioning that additional support might be needed, such as a shared workspace.
Accordingly, algorithmic mediations relying on search interface functionalities
(such as the search history and communication [38]) harness the whole context
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SBM
Relevance

Evidence source

Hypotheses

[122]

[118]

[36]

[119, 120]

[111]

[89]

[10]

[38]

[84] “groupization”

[84] “smart-splitting”

[25]

Table 2: Synthesis of collaborative ranking models.

UDSBM

collective

∎

◻

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

individual

∎

∎

◻

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

feedback

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

◻

∎

∎

expertise

◻

◻

◻

◻

◻

◻

◻

∎

◻

◻

◻

behavior

◻

◻

◻

◻

∎

◻

◻

◻

∎

∎

∎

role

◻

◻

◻

◻

◻

∎

∎

∎

◻

∎

∎

communication

◻

◻

◻

∎

◻

◻

◻

◻

◻

◻

◻

division of labor

∎

∎

◻

◻

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

∎

sharing of knowledge

∎

◻

◻

∎

◻

∎

∎

◻

◻

◻

◻

of the collaborative session. Also, CIR models relying on functional roles (such
as writer/reader [56]) would allow to overpass the different search skills required
by those tasks while knowledge-based roles [111, 119] are better adapted for exploratory tasks. Moreover, while most of work aims at ranking documents at
each query submission, the “groupization” algorithm [84] proposes an interesting point of view since it estimates the collective relevance at the group level.
Accordingly, this model could be adapted for performing a synthesis of the
collaborative search session by aggregating the users’ feedback over the whole
session, and thus providing a unique ranking denoting the collective answer to
the information need.
Finally, users also constitute an important variable that should be taken
into account in the choice of CIR models. On the one hand, if users are not
able to specify skills/roles in which they fit, models considering users as peers
[84, 25, 38] constitute the most basic solution. However, user-driven systemmediated approaches should also be considered since they allow users to bring
out their skills in real time. On the other hand, combining users’ skills and task
requirement might allow to identify the best suited model. For instance, for an
exploratory search between a pair of users with different levels of knowledge,
we suggest considering the CIR model based on the role of expert and novice
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[120]. Another expertise-based model [119] is also interesting for multifaceted
information need and groups larger than two users. When skills are more distinguishable with respect to search skills (rather than knowledge), functional
roles of Prospector-Miner [89] and Gatherer-Surveyor [111] seem well adapted.
Moreover, in the light of the user-driven system-mediated approach [118], a
combination of roles evolving with users’ behaviors is also possible.

5

Conclusion and Promising Perspectives

Although generally perceived as a solitary process, IR becomes more and more
collaborative due to the task complexity and the amount of available information, requiring skill and knowledge complementarity of users. In this survey,
we reviewed the literature surrounding collaborative search. After defining the
different collaboration forms in the IR field, we presented an overview of the
main empirical studies performed to analyze the collaborative search task. We
particularly reviewed these work by focusing on their impact on the IR field
so as to highlight relevant factors that should be integrated in CIR models.
Then, we focused on the particular field of CIR and attempt to give a broad
overview of document ranking models. We showed first that there are two main
categories of CIR models aiming at solving a shared information need and relying on relevance feedback, users’ roles, expertise, and skills. The first category
proposes ranking algorithms for collaborative search while the second category
of models presents novel approaches focused on the collaboration coordination
through group building or role mining algorithms.
Although an intensive implication of researchers in collaborative information
seeking regarding the behavioral understanding [23, 64] and the interface design
[113, 80], they are still open directions for CIR, whether related to theoretical
aspects of IR, or to new paradigms of collaboration. Therefore, we believe
that a new generation of CIR models could be proposed, leading to promising
perspectives in the CIR field. In what follows, we present some open issues that
may give rise to relevant investigations in the field.
New models of collaboration mediation in IR Previous CIR models
presented in this survey open several perspectives in terms of collaboration mediation. Two promising approaches have been recently proposed, respectively
at the document ranking or the collaborative group building levels. Specifically,
mediating document ranking is no more simply viewed as a passive process
in which the system guides the collaborative session, but rather as an active
process in which collaborators are the owner of the search session achievement
[118, 122]. We believe that such user-driven algorithmic mediation would enhance the retrieval effectiveness since it lets the user perform in skills he/she
is the best while being supported by an algorithmic mediation that captures
his/her implicit search intent. Although some work has been done, they are on
their premise. Indeed, the latent role of collaborators formalized in [122] implies
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that the best-suited IR technique to his/her role is a document ranking. However, as shown in [30], functional rules might be considered to better fit with
the whole set of actions performed by collaborators within a search session [23].
The second mediation approach initiates the premise of a collaborative group
building [36], which still remains an opened issue for collaborative search. Indeed, the authors assume that candidate users are interested in the same topic.
However, this assumption is not really naturalistic since users’ interest might
be multi-dimensional and that other features might impact on the collaboration
likelihood (e.g., users’ availability or complementarity). Accordingly, several
challenges are remaining: recommending collaborators, collaborative groups,
and once is done, connecting these strangers to perform an effective search task.
Theoretical foundations for CIR A significant set of relevant works have
been carried out in CIR, built upon individual IR foundations (e.g., probabilistic models [98] or query reformulation [100]). These work outlines that multiple
variables (e.g., users’ profile, users’ role, search actions, relevance judgments,
or information need complexity) might impact the search effectiveness while
being characterized by a combined effect. Therefore, further work is necessary to build theoretical foundation of CIR and to define heuristics related to
users’ roles/behavior/search strategies and collaboration hypotheses (division
of labor and sharing of knowledge). A preliminary work has been done by
[10] with respect to the division of labor but this effort need to be pursued to
take into account the overall features or collaborative constraints. Accordingly,
there is an important need to investigate axiomatic approaches [63, 24] in CIR.
In addition, we could enumerate the following research objectives that should
be considered in collaborative-based axiomatic approaches: (a) optimizing the
overall performance of the collaborative session (as suggested in dynamic IR
[132]) while ensuring the satisfaction of mutual beneficial goals [37], (b) guaranteeing the synergic effect without neglecting the cognitive cost/effectiveness
balance [109, 135], (c) leveraging user-user interactions [38] and user-system
ones [89, 132]) performed throughout the search session.

Longitudinal CIR models Although empirical studies outline interesting
results [32], the temporal factor underlying the interactive setting of collaborative search is still under-explored in the formalization of collaborative ranking
models. Most of work consider a search session as a unique entity assuming
that the information need is solved in the end. However, the integration of the
time factor in CIR models is still challenging since it allows to understand the
search process, and accordingly impacts the document relevance. We list in
what follows the different ways of dealing with time in CIR. First, the sequence
of submitted queries or relevance feedback contributes to the sense-making process [23]. As analyzed in [120], the knowledge of users increases throughout the
session allowing users to get a better understanding of the information need
and a better perception of the desired outcomes. This longitudinal informa-
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tion surrounding collaborators’ actions highlights the search strategy carried
out by users. Such statements could be injected in a query expansion process,
for instance, that would enhance incrementally the understanding of the search
according to the evolving actions within the search session. Second, collaboration might be performed within long intervals (e.g., multiple sessions) requiring
the distinction of long/short-term preferences and interests, similarly to individual search [74]. Third, while most of work considers a synchronous search
session in which users interact each other simultaneously, collaborative search
might occur asynchronously. This particular setting might require appropriate
interfaces and models that consider the time intervals of collaborators’ actions
and switching actions.

Multi-level CIR models In some application domains, the information access is not obvious due to confidentiality and privacy concerns of data. For
instance, [39] explain that in the military or diplomatic fields, information is
classified and users are only permitted to reach a certain granularity level of
the document collection. Also, the collaboration could be perceived in a consumer/supplier environment (such as patient/doctor [48], company/laywer in
the e-Discovery domain [5], ...) in which the latter disposes of the access to the
whole collection and is asked by the former to give some otherwise inaccessible
information. In this case, the main challenge deals with the sensemaking process underlying the heterogeneous accessibility of the collection that prevents
the user to have a clear understanding of his/her information need or its context.
An interesting issue in CIR could be to support this particular type of collaboration to overcome the multi-level information access in collaborative search
while preserving the data privacy and security issue underlying some particular
application domains.

Social embedded CIR models Collaborative search is generally considered
to happen within a controlled environment, involving a set of users interacting
with each other through a search interface [89]. With the fruitful use of social
networks in IR [65, 87, 15] and the relatedness of social interactions in both
social and collaborative IR [112], we believe that a substantial effort could be
done to extend CIR to social environments. Indeed, in addition to benefit from
the crowd, a social-oriented CIR model would enable to connect larger groups,
eventually on social platforms, and let them work together to leverage from a
wider range of complementarity between collaborators. In this context, some
approaches have been proposed [85, 121]. However, further work addressing
three main tasks remains:
• Recommending collaborators. Identifying and recommending experts or
users in social-media platforms is a well-known challenge in IR. But, from
the collaboration point of view, it leads to promising perspectives since
it would allow favoring interactions between the information provider and
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the recommended users. The most intuitive framework in which collaboration occurs is community question-answering [92]. Also, in social networks
(such as Twitter or Facebook), researchers [59] highlight the increasing
trend toward friendsourcing for answering a question, which remains in
majority unsolved. In this context, two approaches are emerging: (a) recommending users to mention in order to stimulate the information flow
between users and favor implicit collaboration [130, 31], and (b) recommending users willing to answer based on explicit collaboration, as done
in SearchBuddies [46] or Aardvark [52]. These research directions would
constitute a first step to a social-collaborative IR paradigm in which users
would leverage from the crowd to collaborate.
• Building the right group of collaborators. A further step towards collaboration consists in recommending a cohesive and relevant group of users
willing to collaborate to solve a task. For instance, in [4, 112, 124], the
authors investigate the value of a collaborative activity in social networks
or question-answering platforms to achieve a search task. One interesting challenge in this field is to build the collaborative group according to
users’ compatibility, availability, and expertise [14, 85, 94, 121]. Regardless of the task goal, another emerging line of work focuses on collaborative
task optimization in crowd-sourcing platforms [71, 93, 1]. The main issue
here is to optimize the task cost by performing the right task-to-user and
user-to-group assignment according to both user and task peculiarities.
• Mediating document ranking in social-collaborative environment. Assuming that collaborative groups are built, the next step is to coordinate the
search session, and more particularly the document ranking, by leveraging
the social indicators. This issue is not tackled yet, but we believe that a
CIR model optimizing the collaboration among users and harnessing of
social signals would allow to enhance the estimation of the collective relevance of documents with respect to the shared information need. Also,
since the community in social networks might be too large to perform a
collaborative task, sub-groups of users might be extracted with the goal
of solving sub-tasks as suggested in [44]. These sub-tasks might be aggregated to build the final answer, resulting in a significant gain in the task
achievement and completeness.
CIR is a young research area that provides promising challenge. Despite
the growing interest of researchers in this particular IR domain, it remains
under-explored. We hope that this survey surrounding existing work will create
synergic effects in the community to produce more effective and better useradapted ranking algorithms as well as a depth thought in evaluation frameworks
adapted for collaborative search.
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